Here’s To “U”
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Presented below are the definitions of thirty two words, each of which contains three or more appearances of the letter “U”. All of these have been inserted in their proper place in each answer, with blanks representing members of the remaining twenty five letters of the alphabet. As you peruse (sorry!) the list in your search for solutions, be forewarned – this exercise is not for the UNADVENTUROUS!

1. long, loose dress
3. fluffy cloud
4. oldest city in Iowa
5. out of the ordinary
6. Asian art of self-defense
7. charging exorbitantly high interest
8. insincerely earnest
9. a demonic spirit
10. the right to enjoy another’s profits
11. peevish
12. type of acid
13. extremely large
14. inessentially pleasurable
15. lavish
16. mendacious
17. omnipresent
18. nonproductive
19. indulging in sensual pleasures
20. mournful
21. group of related courses
22. principled
23. noisy and disorderly
24. system of contractile tissues
25. clear
26. going beyond the bounds of necessity
27. having an unfavorable outcome
28. excessively forward
29. located beneath the skin
30. lacking organization
31. existing in great numbers
32. needler